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Abstract- The paper improves the cross-correlation method 
about the condition monitoring for train suspension systems. The 
faults of both the spring and the damper are discussed and the 
improved technique helps quantify the result of the detection in a 
great accuracy. A side-view model of the vehicle is employed and 
the simulation verifies the effectiveness of this method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The train suspension systems are the mechanisms which 
connect the body, bogie and wheels, which are composed of 
several springs and dampers. When the vehicle moves along 
the track, the suspensions can reduce the vibrations of the body 
and make the passenger feel more comfortable. It is better to 
detect the faults as early as possible to avoid further destruction, 
which makes the vehicle more secure. What's more, the 
scheduled maintenance can be adjusted according to the results 
of the detection and the expense related can be reduced greatly. 
Meanwhile, the number of the late arrivals of the train will be 
less, which improves customer satisfaction. 

The development of the computer techniques makes it 
possible to sample data accurately and to analyze the faults in 
a short period of time. And the model-based approaches 
especially describe the inner relationship among each 
component. The detecting methods are carried out according 
to the sensors available and frequency domain signal analysis 
is employed to find the phenomenon related to the faults. The 
parameter estimation method based on physical model works 
well when the model is known in advance. However, the 
suspension system is dynamic and time-varying and classic 
detecting methods have to deal with high-order models, which 
is always extremely difficult. 

The paper improves the cross-correlation method and 
considers the situation that both the spring and damper may go 
wrong. The symmetrical configurations of the model are taken 
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advantage of and a set of sensors helps measure both the 
acceleration and angular acceleration of the bogie. When faults 
occur, the imbalance of the front and rear suspensions can be 
reflected by the cross-correlation, which describes the 
condition of the suspensions. 

The cross-correlation method developed before assumes that 
the springs always work well. The improved method allows the 
spring to go wrong and the condition of both the springs and 
dampers can be detected accurately. It is also crucial to ensure 
that uncertainties from input signals or disturbances can be 
suppressed effectively. 

The basic idea of the traditional technique is explained in 
Section II according to a conventional bogie. The deduction of 
the cross- correlation is given in Section III. In Section IV, the 
cross-correlation method is improved on the basis of Section 
III. 

II. MODELING OF SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

The train suspension consists of body, bogie and wheel sets. 
The dynamic behavior of a railway vehicle is also governed by 
the wheel-rail contact mechanism. The side-view model of the 
bogie is employed and it is shown in Figure 1. Physical 
equations of the motions of the bogie may be given in 
Equations I and 2, which is hard to find the interactions 
between the faults and the movements of the bogie. The 
different inputs from two wheels make the bogie nutates and 
the same inputs from two wheels make the bogie moves 
vertically. The secondary suspension is also involved here. The 
front and rear suspensions are no more symmetrical when 
faults occur and the application of Newton's laws of motion to 
the model lead to the equations as follows: 
mbzb + 2(Cp1 + CpZ)Zb + 2(Kp1 + KpZ)Zb + 

Lbx(Cp1 - Cpz)<h + Lbx(Kp1 - Kpz)<h 
= Cp1ztl + CpZztZ + Kp1ztl + Kpzztz + Fd (1) 

Ib¢b + 2LtxCCp1 + CpZ)¢b + 2Ltx(Kp1 + KpZ)cfJb + 

Lbx(Cp1 - CpZ)Zb + Lbx(Kp1 - KpZ)Zb 

=Lbx(Cp1Ztl - CpZztz) + LbxKp(Kp1Ztl - Kpzztz) (2) 

Fd = 2Cpy(Zb - Zbd) + 2Kpy(Zb - Zbd) (3) 

Where Cp1 , Cpz ,the damping coefficient of primary 
suspensions(front and rear); F d, force from the secondary 
suspension; Ib' the inertia of the bogie; Lbx , semi wheel space; 
mb, the bogie mass; Kp1' Kpz, stiffness constant of primary 
suspensions(front and rear); Zb, bogie bounce displacement; 
¢>b , bogie angular displacement; ztl , ZtZ track vertical 
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displacement at the leading and trailing wheel sets. 
Secondary 
suspension Direction of 

r--------L------� motion 

Kp2 Cp2 Cpl 

Figure 1. Side view model of a railway bogie 

Zb + Lbx<Pb and Zb + Lbx<Pb are the vertical movement of the 
front and rear suspensions, which presents their dynamic 
conditions. In the new equations, the input of the front 
suspension is delayed by a fixed time compared to the rear one 
(i.e. Ts=2Lbx/v, v is the speed of the vehicle ).Therefore, the 
responses of them are similar to each other. The time delay is 
judged by the wheel-space and vehicle speed, unless a fault 
occurs and the suspensions are no longer symmetrical. The 
cross-correlation of the responses may be used to detect 
conditions of the system. 
(mbzb + h¢b/LbX) + 2Cp1(Zb + LbX¢b) + 

2Kp1(Zb + Lbx¢b) = 2Cp1Ztl + 2Kp1Zt1 + Fd (4) 
(mbzb - Ibch/Lbx) + 2CpZ(Zb - LbX�b) + 

2Kpz(Zb-Lbxch) = 2CpzZtz + 2KpzZtz + Fd (5) 
The description above analyses lead to a novel fault detection 
method which is illustrated in Figure 2. The vehicle sensors 
help sample the required accelerations of the front and rear 
suspensions. The related cross-correlation is related to the 
faults, which will be shown in the next section. The model in 
the Simulink is shown, and the coefficients involved are listed 
as Table 1. 

Figure 2. Model of the vehicle in the Simulink 

TABLE 1 VERTICAL INPUTS AND CONDITIONS 

Symbol Description Value 
Bogie Mass mh I 760[kg] 

Bogie Inertia Ih I055[kg. m2] 
Primary Vertical Stiffness Kp 950000[Njm] 

Primary Vertical Damping Cp 20000[N . sjm] 
Secondary Vertical Kpy 320000[N jm]]  Stiffuess 
Secondary Vertical Cpy 60000[N . sjm] Damping 
Semi-wheel space 1.25[m] 

III. THE CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD FOR TRAIN 

SUSPENSIONS 

The cross-correlation method has been described before 
but it focus merely on the damping failure, which ignores th� 
fault of the spring. The model of a traditional bogie vehicle is 
explored to study the novel fault detection method. Compared 
to the conventional method, both the dampers and the springs 
in the primary suspension are studied. The track irregularities 
are generated in the simulation as the white noise with a limited 
power spectrum. The vehicle speed is 50mls in the simulations. 

When the vehicle moves along the track, the sensors sample 
the data in a fixed period of T, the conditions of time j are 
listed as below. mbzj + Ib¢j /Lbx and mbzj - Ib¢j /Lbx are 
novel conditions added according to the equations 

TABLE 2 VERTICAL INPUTS AND CONDITIONS 

the condition of the bOllie 
the acceleration of the Ui the acceleration of the rear 

front suspension a suspension 
the velocity of the front Ui the velocity of the rear 

suspension v suspension 
the displacement of the Ui the displacement of the 

front suspension s rear suspension 
the acceleration zi the angular acceleration 

of the bogie of the bogie 

the inputs of the sillnal 
the velocity of 

Z�l 
the velocity of 

the front wheel the rear wheel 
the displacement of 

Z;l 
the displacement of 

the front wheel the rear wheel . .  New condItIOns 

The discrete equations are as follows: 
(m zi+i + I ,hi+i/L ) + 2C Ui+i b b't' bx p1 v 

= 2C Zi+i + 2K Zi+i - 2K Ui+i + Fi+i p1 v1 p1 s1 p1 s d 
(mbzi - Ib<t>i /Lbx) + 2Cpz V� 

Vi 
a 

Vi 
v 

Vi 
s 

cj>i 

Z�2 

Z;2 

(6) 

= 2CpzZ�z + 2KpzZ�z - 2Kpzvl + F� (7) 
Wh i+i i ere F d , F  d,the force from the secondary suspension(They 
hardly affect the final result, so they are omitted). The track 
inputs to the two wheels is the same, but at the time difference 
of TsCfor the semi-wheel space of Lbx and the vehicle speed of 
v). Therefore, the cross-correlation of the rack inputs of the 
wheels is the highest at the time shift of Ts and it is 0 in any 
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different points, taking into account that the track inputs at the 
two suspensions are independent of each other at any time. 
"N-i-l Zi+k+iZi = O(k * 0) (8) L..J=o 51 52 
Furthermore, there are correlations between the inputs and the 
conditions of the bogie. The relationship of each condition is 
presented below and their cross-correlation can be written as: 
"N-i-l Ui+i+kVi = O(k * 0) (9) L..J=O v v 
"N-i-l Ui+iVi = (2/T 2) "N-i-l(Ui+iVi) (10) L..J=O a a L..J=O v v 

mbzi + IbCPi /Lbx 
= (mb + Ib/L�x) U�/2 + (mb - Ib/L�x) V�/2 (11) 

mbzj - hcpj /Lbx 
= (mb + Ib/L1x) vj /2 + (mb - Ib/L1x) U�/2 (12) 

From the equation (6)-(12), the deduction is as follows. 

IJ=-tl z�+jz� - ((Cpl + Cp2 )(mb + Ib/L1x) + 

4C C )) (T2/2) "N-i-l Ui+jv:j) pi p2 L..J=O a a 

= (CplCp2/T2 
+ (Kpl - CpdT)(Kp2 - Cp2/T)) X 

4 "N-i-l Zi+j zj (13) L..J=O 51 52 
h "N-i-l i+j j d "N-i-l Ui+jv:j k If w ere L..j=O zp Zq an L..j=O a a are nown. 

"N-i-l Zi+iZi b I I d h ffi 
. 

L.. i=O 51 52 can e ca cu ate , t e coe lClents 
(Cpl,Cp2, Kpl, Kp2) shall be easy to get. Consider the fact that 
the inputs are hard to measure up, the conventional method 
cannot detect the condition easily. 

IV. IMPROVEMENT OF THE TRADITIONAL METHOD 

Under normal circumstances, the coefficients of the 
suspension are set as Cpl0, Kpl0, Cp20 , Kp20. Then Cpl0 = 

Cp20, Kpl0 = Kp2o.The method is presented in three steps. 
Firstly, with the help of a set of sensors, the cross-correlation 

of the accelerations of the front and rear suspension shall be 
calculated when no fault occurs. In the same way, the 
cross-correlation of the conditions (mbzj + IbCPj / Lbx 
and mbzj - IbCPj / Lbx) are easy to acquire. Secondly, the 
faulty component shall be located with the help of the 
measurements of the sensors. The conventional 
cross-correlation method presents the way how to detect the 
fault of the dampers. When the springs go wrong, the 
cross-correlation becomes larger than before. Thirdly, the 
detection method shall be presented separately in the cases 

Case : two faults occur (only one kind of components goes 
wrong). Assume KP12 = 0.5Kpl0 ,Kp22 = 0.9Kp20 , Cp12 = 

Cpl0 = Cp22 = Cp20. Two sets of sensors are used to measure 
separately up the data in two sampling period (Tl,T2). The 
cross-correlation of the acceleration of the front and rear 
suspensions (A21 = 5363.5044,A22 = 684.6135) as well as 
the cross-correlation of the new conditions (B21 = 5.1706 X 
109, B22 = 6.6446 X 108) are calculated. 

In time of detection, the vehicle shall travel in the same track 
with the speed of v, the acceleration and angular acceleration of 
the bogie are acquired in sampling period of T. Two sets of 
sensors are used to measure separately up the data in two 
sampling period ( Tl = 0.001, T2 = 0.002 ). The 
cross-correlation of the acceleration of the front and rear 
suspensions (C21 = 5444.0380,C22 = 704.2403) as well as 
the cross-correlation of the new conditions (021 = 5.2447 X 

109,022 = 6.8345 X 108 ) are calculated. To simplity the 
following deduction, the following equation shall be applied. 
Wi2 = 4Cpl0Cp20/T? + 4(Kpl0 - Cplo/Ti)(Kp20 - Cp2o/Ti) 

(14) 
Ri2 = 4Cpl0Cp20/Ti2 

+ 4(Kpll - Cplo/Ti)(Kp22 - Cp2o/Ti) 
(15) 

Qi2 = Ti2((Cp20 + Cpl0)(mb + Ib/L�x)/Ti + 4Cpl0Cp20)/2 

The following equation shall be applied to 
equation. 

(16) 
simplity the 

(B12 - Q12A12)/W12 = (012 - P12C12)/R12 

(B22 - Q22A22)/W22 = (022 - P22C22)/R22 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

M2 = (022 - P22C22)/(B22 - Q22A22)W22 - 2Cpl0 Cp2o/Tf 

(20) 

Then the equation (19) and (20) are changed to another form. 
-Cplo(Kp22 + Kp12)/T1 + KP12Kp22 = Ml (21) 
-Cplo(Kp22 + Kp12)/T2 + KP12Kp22 = M2 (22) 

To make the result simple, the following equations shall be 
employed. 

al = Tl T2(Ml - M2)/(Tl - T2)/Cpl0 (23) 
bl = (Ml Tl - M2 T2)/(Tl - T2) (24) 

Then the coefficients of the springs are calculated below. 
Kp12' KP22 = (al ± ,J a� - 4bl)/2 (25) 

There are two possible results : 
(1) KP12 = 877444.8006 , Kp22 = 452167.6636 
(2) KP12 = 452167.6636 , Kp22 = 877444.8006 . 
However, it is impossible to distinct which spring is damaged 
more severely. The RMS (root mean square) helps solve the 
problem. 
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Figure 3. Acceleration of the front suspension 
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Figure 4. Acceleration of the rear suspension 
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